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RNA in liquid biopsies

-Liquid biopsies are revolutionizing cancer testing
as a noninvasive method for detection and
monitorization of malignancies, complementary
or, in some cases, alternative to tumor tissue
biopsies.

-Tumor RNA (tRNA) can be isolated from several
sources in liquid biopsies

--CTCs
--Exosomes
--Platelets (“tumor educated”, TEPs)
--Soluble fraction (ctRNA)

Santarpia et al. JTD, 2018



RNA in liquid biopsies (II)

DeRubis et al. TPS, 2019

-Tumor RNA (tRNA) purified from liquid
biopsies can be used for two main
applications
--Detection of clinically relevant alterations,
including splicing (i.e. MET∆14 or EGFRvIII)
and fusion variants (ALK, ROS1, RET,
NTRK1-3, etc)
--Development of gene expression
signatures with diagnostic, prognostic and
predictive value

-Clinically relevant alterations must be
detected on mRNA; while signatures can be
based on all types of RNA



Clinically relevant gene fusions and splicing variants in lung cancer

-The ESMO guidelines recommend testing for ALK, ROS1,
NTRK1 and RET fusions, together with METex14 splicing
variant

-Multiplex techniques are needed

-In patients with insufficient or no tissue biopsy available,
liquid biopsy is the only alternative

-However, testing for fusions/splicing variants in blood is
not incorporated in the routine clinical practice



NGS for detection of gene fusions and splicing variants: DNA vs. RNA

Davies and Aisner, CCR, 2019

-Several studies indicate that multiplex 
RNA-based techniques are to be 
preferred over DNA-based NGS for the 
identification of gene fusions and 
splicing variants

-In FFPE samples, RNA based panels are 
widely used for fusion detection (i.e., 
TruSight RNA Fusion Panel, AmpliSeq  
RNA Fusion Lung Cancer Panel, 
nCounter panels)

-However (suprisingly!!), RNA-based 
techniques are rarely used to detect 
fusions and splicing variants in liquid 
biopsies



Target

GAPDH

MRPL19

PSMC4

EML4-ALK__E13:A20

EML4-ALK__E18:A20

EML4-ALK__E2:A20

EML4-ALK__E20:A20

EML4-ALK__E6:A20

KIF5B-ALK__K17:A20

TFG-ALK__T5:A20

CCDC6-RET_C1:R12

KIF5B-RET_K15:R11

KIF5B-RET_K16:R12

KIF5B-RET_K22:R12

KIF5B-RET_K23:R12

KIF5B-RET_K24:R11

KIF5B-RET_K24:R8

KIF5B_K15-Common

KIF5B_K24-Common

nCounter in liquid biopsies: our experience

-29 Specific probes
KIF5B_K24-Common

SDC4-ROS1_S2:R32

SDC4-ROS1_S4:R34

SLC34A2_S4:ROS1-Common

SLC34A2-ROS1_S13del2046:R32

SLC34A2-ROS1_S4:R32

EZR-ROS1_E10:R34

GOPC-ROS1_G4:R36

GOPC-ROS1_G7:R35

TPM3-ROS1_T8:R35

LRIG3-ROS1 _L16:R35

CD74-ROS1_C6:R32

MET_e13_14

MET_e13_15



nCounter in liquid biopsies: our experience



nCounter in liquid biopsies: our experience



Comparison of techniques for fusion detection in liquid biopsy



RNA signatures in liquid biopsies

Wu et al, Theranostics, 2020

-Types of signatures:
--Diagnostic
--Prognostic
--Predictive

-Types of RNA:
--mRNA
--lncRNA
--miRNA
--circRNA

-Source of RNA
--CTCs
--Circulating RNA (ctRNA)
--Platelet-derived (TEP RNA)
--Exosomes (EV-RNA)

-Several examples in the literature, but not yet in clinical use



Observation ≥6 months

Nodule detection Biopsy/cytology Diagnosis Treatment

?

• Last year in Spain 29,638 new cases of the lung cancers diagnosed.

• 80% were diagnosed at advanced stages (IIIB-IV), and have a dismal prognosis, with a median overall survival that does not exceed two

years.

• The remaining 20% were diagnosed at early stage (I-IIIA), could undergo surgery and have the potential to be cured.

• Imaging technologies often detect pulmonary nodules of unknown significance.

• In these cases, patients are kept under observation for months (the tumor may grow) or may undergo bronchoscopy (in some cases

unnecessary). A guided bronchoscope is capable of sampling 75% of lung nodules larger than two centimeters in size (SEPAR 2018).

• A diagnostic test that could help the clinician to differentiate between benign and malignant lesions would be useful in this setting.

?

Pulmonary nodules



Objective
“The best protection is early detection”

To develop an RNA liquid biopsy-based genetic signature to help the clinician to discriminate benign 

from malignant nodules in patients with suspicion of lung cancer

Our experience. Objectives



Our experience. Methods

SAMPLE PROCESSING   <24 HOURS  nCOUNTER FLEX TECHNOLOGY     48-72 HOURS DATA ANALYSIS

Differential 

expression and ML 

analysis

Blood 

extraction

Plasma 

processing

RNA  purification

- Hybridization

- Purification and 

immobilization

- Barcode countingPreamplification

- 1 EDTA tube
- Storage: 2-8ºC for 24 hours

For mRNA signature: 
The PanCancer IO 360 panel is a 770-plex gene 
expression panel cancer-related inmune 
responses, micro-enviroment and the tumor. 



- 149 patients with tumor nodules

- 61 individuals with non tumor lung nodules

- 85 healthy donors

HEALTHY (146)CANCER (149)

7870Female
Gender 6379Male

50Unknow
139144Know

Age 75Unknow
6636Never
3440Current

Smoking status 3164Former
159Unknow
61149Yes

Nodules 
850No

Our experience. Enrolled patients (n=295)



Our experience. Results

11-gene signature
(+clinical data)

Area under the ROC 
curve 0.86-0.89



Our experience. Next steps

Signature 

Development

(n = 300)

Signature training

(n = 300)

Ongoing

Signature testing / 

Validation

(n = 200)



“Take home” messages

-In cancer patients, tumor RNA (tRNA) can be isolated from CTCs, exosomes, “tumor educated”
platelets (TEPs) or plasma (ctRNA)

-RNA isolated from liquid biopsies can be used for (i) detection of clinically relevant fusions and
splicing variants, (ii) development of signatures with diagnostic, prognostic or predictive value

-RNA-based techniques should be preferred for the identification of gene fusions and splicing
variants. However, they are rarely used in liquid biopsies. Development and validation are currently
under way.

-Several signatures based on RNA isolated from liquid biopsy sources have been published,
particularly for cancer detection, and more are in development.

-However, such signatures are not (yet) in clinical use
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